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deformation and dehydration, the potential mutual influence of
this deformation and hairpin formation, and the high-resolution
structures of the FP and TMD in the membrane have remained
elusive. It is also unknown how FP and TMD help to lower the
free energies of membrane formation and subsequent destruction of fusion intermediates such as the lipid stalk, which have
been observed in protein-free membrane fusion (6).
Extensive spectroscopic studies have shown that influenza,
HIV, and paramyxovirus FPs are conformationally plastic and
adopt a partially inserted topology in the membrane to induce
nonlamellar structures (7–11). In comparison, little is known
about the structures of the C-terminal TMD of viral fusion
proteins. Cysteine-scanning and sedimentation equilibrium data
showed that various paramyxovirus TMDs form three-helix
bundles in lipid membranes (12, 13). Circular dichroism (CD)
and Fourier-transform infrared (FT-IR) data of influenza HA
TMD indicate an α-helical structure parallel to the membrane
normal (14). HIV gp41 gives broadened NMR signals for the
TMD and its adjacent ectodomain residues in detergent micelles
(15), indicating conformational exchange. Although most fusion
models depict the TMDs as membrane-spanning α-helices, CD
data of some viral and SNARE fusion protein TMDs reported
β-strand conformation under certain conditions, and the strand
structure may be correlated with the transition from hemifusion
to fusion pore (16, 17). Despite these results, residue-specific
structural information of viral fusion TMDs remains scarce, even
though increasing biochemical evidence suggests that these TMDs
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Enveloped viruses enter cells by fusing their lipid envelope
with the cell membrane. The transmembrane domain (TMD) of
viral fusion proteins is traditionally envisioned as a passive
α-helical membrane anchor during the protein-mediated membrane fusion. Using solid-state NMR, we show that a parainfluenza virus fusion protein TMD exhibits lipid-dependent
conformations. α-Helical structure dominates in phosphocholine
and phosphoglycerol membranes, whereas β-strand conformation
dominates in phosphoethanolamine membranes. Importantly, the
β-strand–rich conformation quantitatively transforms the 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine (DOPE) membrane to a
bicontinuous cubic phase, which is rich in the saddle-splay curvature in hemifusion intermediates and fusion pores. Thus, viral fusion protein TMDs play an active role in virus entry by mediating
the necessary membrane topological changes.
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iral fusion proteins mediate entry of enveloped viruses into
cells by merging the viral lipid envelope and the cell membrane. The membrane-interacting subunit of these glycoproteins
contains two hydrophobic domains: a fusion peptide (FP) that is
usually located at the N terminus and a transmembrane domain
(TMD) at the C terminus (1). Together, these domains sandwich
a water-soluble ectodomain with a helical segment that trimerizes
into a coiled coil. During virus–cell fusion, the trimeric protein,
which initially adopts a compact structure, unfolds to an extended
intermediate that exposes the FP to the target cell membrane
while keeping the TMD in the virus envelope. This extended
conformation then folds onto itself to form a trimer of hairpins, in
so doing pulling the cell membrane and the virus envelope into
close proximity (2, 3). Subsequently, the FP and TMD are hypothesized to deform the two membranes and dehydrate them (4),
eventually causing a fusion pore and a fully merged membrane. In
the postfusion state, most viral fusion proteins exhibit a six-helixbundle structure in the ectodomain due to the trimer of hairpins (5).
This model of virus–cell fusion largely derives from crystal
structures of fusion proteins in the pre- and postfusion states,
most of which, however, do not contain the FP and TMD because
of their hydrophobic nature. Thus, the mechanism of membrane
www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1501430112
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The C-terminal transmembrane domain (TMD) of viral fusion
proteins such as HIV gp41 and influenza hemagglutinin (HA) is
traditionally viewed as a passive α-helical anchor of the protein
to the virus envelope during its merger with the cell membrane.
The conformation, dynamics, and lipid interaction of these fusion
protein TMDs have so far eluded high-resolution structure characterization because of their highly hydrophobic nature. Using magicangle-spinning solid-state NMR spectroscopy, we show that the
TMD of the parainfluenza virus 5 (PIV5) fusion protein adopts
lipid-dependent conformations and interactions with the membrane and water. In phosphatidylcholine (PC) and phosphatidylglycerol (PG) membranes, the TMD is predominantly α-helical, but in
phosphatidylethanolamine (PE) membranes, the TMD changes significantly to the β-strand conformation. Measured order parameters
indicate that the strand segments are immobilized and thus oligomerized. 31P NMR spectra and small-angle X-ray scattering
(SAXS) data show that this β-strand–rich conformation converts
the PE membrane to a bicontinuous cubic phase, which is rich in
negative Gaussian curvature that is characteristic of hemifusion
intermediates and fusion pores. 1H-31P 2D correlation spectra and
2
H spectra show that the PE membrane with or without the TMD is
much less hydrated than PC and PG membranes, suggesting that the
TMD works with the natural dehydration tendency of PE to facilitate
membrane merger. These results suggest a new viral-fusion model
in which the TMD actively promotes membrane topological changes
during fusion using the β-strand as the fusogenic conformation.
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encode sequence-specific information for fusion. For example,
replacing the TMDs of parainfluenza virus 5 (PIV5) and Newcastle
disease virus fusion proteins with comparable domains of other
paramyxovirus fusion proteins altered the ectodomain structure
and reduced fusion, indicating site-specific interactions between
the ectodomain and the TMD (18, 19). Various studies also
suggested that the TMDs may modulate membrane curvature.
For example, replacing the HA TMD by glycosylphosphatidylinositol,
which inserts only into the outer leaflet of lipid membranes, arrested
fusion at the hemifusion stage (20), and the block was released
when positive-curvature molecules were added to the inner leaflet
(21). Clearly, elucidating TMDs’ roles in viral membrane fusion
requires quantitative studies that simultaneously monitor how the
TMD structure is influenced by lipids and how the TMD in turn
impacts the curvature and hydration of membranes.
In this study, we investigate the structure and dynamics of
the PIV5 TMD and correlate them with membrane structural
changes. Parainfluenza viruses are the cause of infant respiratory
diseases such as bronchiolitis and pneumonia (22). PIV5 enters
cells using an attachment protein and the fusion protein F (23),
which shares many common features with the HIV and influenza
fusion proteins (1, 5). Thus, structure elucidation of the PIV5
TMD may give general insight into the mechanism of action of
this class of viral fusion proteins. Using magic-angle–spinning
(MAS) solid-state NMR spectroscopy, we show that the PIV5
TMD changes its conformation in response to the lipid composition and can adopt either α-helical or β-strand conformations. Importantly, 31P and 2H NMR data indicate that the TMD
generates strong curvature and causes low hydration to phosphatidylethanolamine (PE)-rich membranes, in which the peptide
has a β-strand–rich conformation. Synchrotron small-angle X-ray
scattering (SAXS) data show that this β-strand–rich structure
transforms the PE membrane to a bicontinuous cubic phase
with negative Gaussian curvature (NGC), the type of curvature
that underlies membrane scission and fusion. These results
suggest that viral fusion TMDs actively facilitate the topological changes necessary for membrane restructuring during
viral fusion.
Results
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PIV5 TMD Changes Its Conformation in Response to the Membrane
Composition. To determine the backbone conformation of the

membrane-bound TMD, we measured 13C and 15N chemical
shifts of residues distributed throughout the peptide. Cα, Cβ, C′,
and 15N chemical shifts are highly sensitive to backbone (ϕ, ψ)
angles (24, 25). Because the PIV5 FP structure depends on the
membrane environment, including the membrane surface charge,
lipid chain unsaturation, and lipid intrinsic curvature (11, 26), we
measured the TMD chemical shifts in six lipid membranes in the
gel- and liquid-crystalline phases, to probe both the rigid-limit
structure and the dynamics of the peptide. Two-dimensional
13
C-13C correlation spectra of the TMD (Fig. 1 and SI Appendix,
Fig. S1) bound to the neutral 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3phosphocholine (POPC) membrane show predominantly α-helical
chemical shifts, but the C-terminal S505 and V506 also exhibit
nonnegligible β-strand intensities. The deviations of the measured
chemical shifts from the random-coil values (SI Appendix, Fig. S2)
confirm the helical nature of the major conformer. At low temperature, the Cα-Cβ or Cα/β-CO cross-peak intensities indicate that
the α-helical fraction is >93% for most residues but 75–85% for
S505 and V506 (SI Appendix, Table S1). Compared with the FP in
the same membrane, the TMD is more α-helical. Interestingly, the
I488 Cα-Cβ peak has lower intensity than the other residues (SI
Appendix, Table S2), indicating that the N terminus is more disordered than the rest of the peptide. Alanine mutagenesis of the
TMD (12) found L486 and I488 to be crucial for membrane fusion;
thus, this conformational disorder may be functionally relevant.
To investigate if negatively charged lipids and cholesterol affect
the TMD conformation, we measured 2D 13C-13C and 15N-13C
correlation spectra of TMD in the POPC/1-palmitoyl-2-oleoylsn-glycero-3-phosphatidylglycerol (POPG) and POPC/cholesterol
2 of 6 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1501430112

Fig. 1. Two-dimensional 13C-13C correlation spectra of the PIV5 TMD in
POPC/cholesterol (Left) and POPC (Right) (A), DOPC/DOPG (B), and DOPE
membranes (C). (A–C) Low-temperature spectra (243–253 K) (Left) allow
quantification of the helix and strand intensities, whereas high-temperature
spectra (293–303 K) (Right) report the peptide mobility in liquid-crystalline
membranes. α-Helix signals (red) dominate in A and B, whereas β-strand
signals (blue) become significant in the PE membrane. Superscripts “h” and
“s” denote helix and strand, respectively, and ovals highlight the A490 and
V506 peaks.

membranes (Figs. 1 and 2 and SI Appendix, Fig. S1). The spectra
indicate that the α-helical content of the TMD is unaffected by
POPG and cholesterol, and the C terminus retains the slightly
higher β-strand content. In comparison, increased chain unsaturation in the 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DOPC)/
1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphatidyl-glycerol (DOPG) membrane noticeably increased the β-strand intensities of the N- and
C-terminal residues, whereas the central residues, G497 and L498,
remain predominantly helical. The average α-helical content of
the peptide decreased to 80%, compared with 91–95% for the
POPC and POPC/POPG samples. Thus, higher lipid-chain disorder, with the concomitant increase in the negative membrane
curvature, shifts the TMD conformational equilibrium to β-strand.
This trend is identical to the response of the FP to lipid unsaturation (11).
To further examine the effects of negative membrane curvature on the TMD structure, we measured the 2D spectra of
TMD in 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine
(POPE) and 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine
(DOPE) membranes. The spectra (Figs. 1 and 2 and SI Appendix,
Fig. S1) show a significant increase of β-strand intensities, which
now account for 61% and 42% of the total intensities of the
POPE- and DOPE-bound peptides, respectively (Fig. 2D). This
β-strand conformation was stabilized after several days, whereas
the initial structure was more helical (SI Appendix, Fig. S3).
In the liquid-crystalline phase of all membranes, the α-helical
signals are significantly suppressed but the β-strand peaks remain,
Yao et al.

intrinsic to the amino acid sequence and the membrane used.
Because the CD spectra were measured at ambient temperature,
they also imply that the α-helical residues, although undetectable
in the high-temperature NMR spectra because of motion, remain helical in the liquid-crystalline membrane.
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Fig. 2. (A–C) Low-temperature 2D 15N-13C correlation spectra of the TMD
bound to POPC/POPG (A), DOPC/DOPG (B), and DOPE membranes (C). The
TMD is mainly α-helical in the POPC/POPG membrane but becomes more
β-strand in the DOPE membrane, consistent with the 2D 13C-13C spectra.
(D) Residue-specific helix fractions of membrane-bound TMD obtained from
Cα-Cβ or Cα/β-CO cross-peak intensities. The TMD is mostly helical in PC and
PG membranes but switches to the strand conformation in PE membranes.

indicating that the helical segments undergo intermediate-timescale
motion, whereas the β-strand domains are immobilized by oligomerization. In the POPE membrane, site-specific C-H dipolar
couplings indicate bond order parameters of 0.84–0.93 for the
β-strand residues (SI Appendix, Fig. S4), confirming that only
small-amplitude local motions exist in the β-strands.
Taken together, these results indicate that (i) negative-curvature PE lipids are the main conformational switches of the
TMD; (ii) the central portion of the TMD is the α-helical core
whereas the two termini have higher β-strand propensities; and
(iii) the N terminus is more disordered than the rest of the
peptide. All labeled residues exhibit the same set of helical and
strand chemical shifts in various membranes (SI Appendix, Table
S3), and only their relative intensities change; thus, the conformational distribution is bimodal. CD spectra indicate that the
TMD conformation is similar between peptide/lipid molar ratios
of 1/100 and 1/20 (SI Appendix, Fig. S5 and Table S4). This
concentration independence, combined with the fact that the
central segment remains mostly helical in all membranes, and the
peptide is well inserted into the membranes (see The TMD Inserts into Lipid Membranes), indicates that the terminal strand
conformations are not due to nonspecific aggregation but are
Yao et al.

membrane curvature and dynamics upon peptide binding. The
POPC and POPC/POPG membranes exhibit uniaxial 31P line shapes
in the absence and presence of the peptide (Fig. 4A), indicating
that the lamellar structure of the bilayers is unperturbed by the
α-helical TMD. For DOPC/DOPG and POPE membranes, the
TMD caused an additional isotropic peak, indicating the onset of
membrane curvature as the β-strand content increased. 2H NMR
spectrum of d31-POPE also exhibits an isotropic peak (SI Appendix, Fig. S7), confirming that the isotropic 31P peak results
from membrane curvature rather than accidental magic-angle
orientation of the lipid head group.
The most striking effect of the TMD on lipid membranes is
observed for DOPE. Pure DOPE exhibits a lamellar-to-invertedhexagonal (HII) phase transition at ∼283 K, as shown by the characteristic 31P NMR line shapes (Fig. 4B). TMD quantitatively
converted both line shapes to an isotropic peak between 273 and
303 K. At 303 K, this isotropic peak accounts for 85% of the
spectral intensity, whereas the HII phase represents 15%. Thus,
the TMD increased the transition temperature by more than 20 K.
The isotropic 31P chemical shift could result from isotropic
micelles, small vesicles, or bicontinuous cubic phases (29). Because the long-chain DOPE is unlikely to form micelles, we
suspected that the membrane may be transformed to a cubic
phase. To determine the membrane morphology directly, we
measured the SAXS spectra of TMD-bound DOPE (Fig. 5). Two
sets of correlation peaks were observed. The first set has Q ratios
of √6: √8: √20: √22: √50: √54, which indexes to an Ia3d
gyroid phase (30) with a lattice parameter a of 12.0 nm. The
second set shows Q ratios of √2: √3: √4: √7: √9: √12: √13,
which indexes to an HII phase with a = 5.8 nm. As a bicontinuous
cubic phase, Ia3d has two nonintersecting water channels separated by a lipid bilayer (31). The center of this bilayer traces a
minimal surface whose principal curvatures, c1 and c2, are equal
and opposite in sign at every point, so that this minimal surface
has zero mean curvature and negative Gaussian curvature,
K = c1 · c2 < 0. NGC of bilayer membranes has also been observed in the scission necks of budding vesicles and fusion pores.
For a bicontinuous cubic phase, the average NGC, hKi, is a
quantitative measure of the amount of NGC induced in the
membrane and depends on the lattice parameter as hKi =
2πχ=A0 a2, where the Euler characteristic χ and the surface area
per unit cell A0 are constants of the phase (31, 32). For a = 12.0 nm,
the average NGC is hKi = −0.112 nm−2.
Because membrane fusion requires transient dehydration
of the contacting surfaces of the two membranes, we tested
the effects of the PIV5 TMD on membrane hydration using
2D 1H-31P correlation (33) and 2H NMR experiments. WellPNAS Early Edition | 3 of 6
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The TMD Causes Negative Gaussian Curvature and Low Hydration to
PE Membranes. We used static 31P and 2H NMR to probe the
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The TMD Inserts into Lipid Membranes. To determine whether the
PIV5 TMD inserts into the hydrophobic part of the membrane,
we measured lipid–peptide 1H-13C 2D correlation spectra with
1
H spin diffusion. In liquid-crystalline POPE, cross-peaks of lipidchain protons with both β-strand and α-helical 13C signals are observed (Fig. 3), and the cross-peak intensities as a function of
mixing time are well fit to a distance of ∼2 Å using previously
calibrated diffusion coefficients (27). Thus, the peptide spans the
POPE membrane, in close contact with the methylene groups.
1
H-13C correlation spectra were also measured in gel-phase
POPC/POPG membrane (28) for the immobilized α-helical
peptide, and the spectra indicate a similar membrane-spanning
topology, with lipid–peptide cross-peaks dominating water-peptide
cross-peaks (SI Appendix, Fig. S6). Thus, both helical and mixedconformation peptides are well inserted into the membrane.

Fig. 3. Two-dimensional 1H-13C correlation spectra
of POPE-bound TMD. (A) Two-dimensional spectrum with a 100-ms 1H spin-diffusion mixing time.
(B) 1 H cross-sections of the sum of β-strand signals as a function of mixing time. (C) Water–peptide
(black) and lipid–peptide polarization transfer
curves for the β-strand (blue) and α-helical (red)
signals. The fast buildup indicates that both helical
and strand conformations are well inserted into the
membrane.
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resolved water–31P cross-peaks are observed for the phosphatidylcholine (PC) and phosphatidylglycerol (PG) membranes, but
the water cross-peak is much weaker and broader for POPE with
or without the peptide (Fig. 4 C–E), indicating low hydration. 2H
NMR spectra of D2O bound to POPE membranes without and
with the TMD at similar water contents (34, 35) show a superposition of a quadrupolar splitting, which results from tightly
bound water, and an isotropic peak, which results from free
water (SI Appendix, Fig. S7C). Importantly, the TMD-containing
POPE exhibits higher isotropic intensity and larger quadrupolar
coupling than the pure POPE membrane, indicating that the
TMD moderately increases the dehydration tendency of the
POPE membrane by diverting water from the membrane surface.
Discussion
To our knowledge, these solid-state NMR and SAXS data provide the first structural evidence that a viral fusion TMD causes
significant membrane curvature, especially to PE membranes,
and the β-strand conformation correlates with this curvature
generation. Compared with the FP of the same protein, which
converted only a small fraction of the DOPE 31P spectrum to an
isotropic peak (11), the TMD converted most of the intensity to
an isotropic peak, indicating that the TMD has stronger curvature-generating ability than the FP. These results counter the
prevailing view that viral fusion TMDs are a passive membrane
anchor while the FPs are the chief causative agent of bilayer
destabilization (36–38).
The type of curvature generated by the PIV5 TMD is NGC, as
revealed by the SAXS data. NGC is geometrically necessary for
topological changes during membrane remodeling in biological
processes such as virus budding and membrane scission (39, 40).
NGC generation is often facilitated by negative-curvature lipids
such as PE (41–43), which commonly enhance fusogenicity (44).
Our measured hKi can be visualized using a catenoid surface,
which is an approximation of a scission neck or a fusion pore (45,
46). The Gaussian curvature of a minimal catenoid surface with a
neck radius of c along its z axis is KðzÞ = −½sech4 ðz=cÞ=c2. The
hKi value of −0.112 nm−2 for the TMD-induced Ia3d phase
corresponds to a catenoid hemifusion stalk with a ∼6 nm width at
the narrowest cross-section (Fig. 5C), which is ∼30-fold smaller
than the PIV5 virus diameter of 150–200 nm (47). Adding the
bilayer thickness, this neck diameter translates to a hemifusionstalk waist of ∼10 nm, which is in excellent agreement with the
estimated waist of ∼9 nm for a pure-DOPE stalk (48). This
suggests that the TMD works with the natural structural tendencies of PE to stabilize the fusion intermediate. Although
proteins clearly play a key role in fusion, membrane merger can
also be strongly influenced by the constituent lipids. The tendency of the leaflets to bend in specific directions dictates the
energy of a fusion intermediate such as a hemifusion stalk. Our
data suggest that PE-rich regions of the viral membrane are especially susceptible to TMD-induced bending and dehydration
and thus may play a central role in the fusion process.
4 of 6 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1501430112

Which structural features of the TMD are responsible for
imparting the NGC to PE membranes? 13C and 15N chemical shifts
indicate that the two termini of the peptide have high β-strand
propensities, whereas the center is more helical, suggesting that
this strand–helix–strand motif may endow the TMD with the
ability to perturb the two membrane leaflets differently to generate NGC. The 26-residue peptide is sufficient to span the
membrane: as a pure α-helix, it would be ∼39 Å long, and the
β-strand residues further increase the peptide length, making it
possible for the TMD to tilt, bend, and acquire local disorder
while still spanning the membrane. This strand–helix–strand
conformation may be particularly effective in generating membrane curvature, because β-strands are inherently anisotropic
and can have different surface normal orientations (Fig. 6). Such
orientational differences, together with the higher N-terminal
disorder, may impact lipid packing near the hydrophilic surfaces
of the two leaflets differently, thus creating the orthogonal curvatures necessary for NGC. Previous work has shown that
structural perturbations near the hydrophobic/hydrophilic interface of the membrane have particularly large effects on lipid
packing, membrane curvature, and phase behavior (49). We
hypothesize that the NGC induced in PE membranes may play
an important role in stabilizing the necessary curvature of the
hemifusion stalks in the outer leaflets, which have more complex
lipid compositions (50).

Fig. 4. Effects of the TMD on membrane curvature and hydration. (A) Static
31
P spectra of POPC, POPC/POPG, DOPC/DOPG, and POPE membranes without (black) and with (red) the TMD. (B) Static 31P spectra of DOPE without
and with the TMD from 273 K to 303 K. The TMD converted the lamellar and
HII powder patterns to an isotropic peak. Deconvolution of the 303 K spectrum shows that ∼15% of the intensity remained in the HII phase (green).
(C) Two-dimensional MAS 1H-31P correlation spectra of POPC and POPE
membranes with 100-ms 1H spin diffusion. (D and E) 1H cross-sections of the
2D 1H-31P spectra. (D) The PC and PG membranes exhibit a strong water
cross-peak. (E) POPE membranes with (black) and without (brown) the TMD
show a broad water cross-peak, indicating low hydration.

Yao et al.
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PE membranes and converts to the helical conformation by anionic
lipids (11, 26). The distinct lipid dependences of FP and TMD
structures may enable the intact protein to adapt to different lipid
environments of the virus envelope and cell membrane (50).
In PE and other membranes with negative spontaneous curvature, the N terminus of the FP has the highest β-strand propensity (11), whereas the C terminus of the TMD forms the
most-ordered β-strand. Thus, if the FP and TMD reside in the
same region that is rich in PE, their β-strands may associate. This
state may occur at the end of the ectodomain hairpin formation,
when the membrane transitions from the hemifusion state to
the fusion pore. Future experiments measuring the quaternary
structure of the FP and TMD will be important to elucidate the
structural basis for the hemifusion-to-fusion-pore transition.
Taken together, the present data suggest a viral fusion model
that departs significantly from the helix-centric models so far, by
showing that the TMD of this viral fusion protein uses the
β-strand conformation to achieve the necessary curvature and
low hydration for membrane fusion.
Methods
Isotopically labeled TMD of PIV5 F was chemically synthesized and purified
by HPLC. The peptide was bound to six different lipid membranes for NMR
experiments at 600-, 400-, and 900-MHz 1H Larmor frequencies. Additional
experimental details are provided in the SI Appendix.

Fig. 6. Structural model of TMD in PE-rich membranes. The TMD adopts a
transmembrane strand–helix–strand conformation, which imparts different
curvatures to the two leaflets of the membrane. The β-strand segments are
immobilized by oligomerization. In these PE-rich membranes, previous data
showed that the FP (green) is also rich in β-strand conformation.
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In addition to promoting NGC, a β-strand–rich conformation
may also facilitate fusion by forming trimeric sheets and clustering multiple trimers at the fusion site. The observed immobilization of the β-strand residues in the high-temperature
spectra and the high-order parameters strongly suggest that the
β-strands are oligomerized into β-sheets, because monomeric
peptides or very small oligomers should undergo fast uniaxial
rotation in lipid membranes (51). In principle, the strand–helix–
strand peptide can pack in a parallel or antiparallel fashion.
Preliminary 2D 13C correlation spectra measured with long
mixing times show no cross-peaks between the N- and C-terminal
residues (SI Appendix, Fig. S8), suggesting that antiparallel arrangement is unlikely but parallel packing is possible. Consistently, FT-IR spectrum of POPE-bound TMD shows an amide I
peak at 1628 cm−1, characteristic of β-sheet structures, but no
peak at 1690 cm−1, which is expected for antiparallel β-sheets, is
detected (SI Appendix, Fig. S9). The exact oligomeric structure
of PE-bound TMD requires intermolecular distance measurements. β-Strand peptides that form parallel transmembrane
β-barrels have been observed in antimicrobial peptides (52), illustrating how backbone N-H and C=O hydrogen-bonds can
lower the free energy cost of inserting the β-strands into the
membrane.
Fig. 6 shows the proposed structural model of the TMD in PE
membranes, taking into account the measured peptide conformation and topology, the inferred oligomeric packing, and the observed membrane curvature. Although the exact oligomeric
structure requires experimental distance constraints, a first evaluation of the model is provided by molecular dynamics simulations (SI
Appendix, Fig. S10), which show that a parallel homotrimer of the
strand–helix–strand TMD can be stabilized in the POPE membrane
for 90 ns. The energetic cost of burying in the membrane disordered
residues between the strands and helix may be offset by the oligomerization of the peptide, the natural conformational tendency of
the two Gly residues in the potential helix–strand transition
region, membrane thinning, and other defects.
Although the lipid composition has an enormous impact on
the TMD conformation, the amino acid sequence of the TMD
also encodes an inherent preference for β-strands. Out of 26
residues, the PIV5 TMD contains 10 β-branched residues Val
and Ile (SI Appendix, Table S5), which are known to destabilize
α-helices. High Val and Ile contents in synthetic LV peptides and
other viral TMDs have been shown to cause higher fusogenicity,
possibly by increasing conformational flexibility and reducing the
α-helical content (12, 13, 53, 54). Indeed, β-branched residues
constitute 30–75% of the TMD sequences of 10 paramyxoviruses
and HIV, suggesting that transition to the β-strand conformation in
PE-rich membranes may be general for this class of fusion proteins.
Although both the FP and TMD of PIV5 exhibit lipid-induced
conformational changes, and both peptides adopt β-strand–rich
structures in PE membranes, subtle structural features differ.
The TMD is mostly α-helical in both neutral and anionic membranes, and PE is the main trigger for the switch to the β-strand
conformation. In comparison, the FP is entirely β-strand in PC and
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Fig. 5. The TMD generates NGC to the DOPE membrane. (A) SAXS spectrum of TMD-bound DOPE. An Ia3d cubic phase (red) coexists with an HII phase
(green). (Inset) An expanded view of the higher order reflections. (B) Measured Q positions versus assigned reflections in terms of Miller indices h, k, and l.
Qmeas is plotted versus ðh2 + k2 + l 2 Þ for the cubic phase and ðh2 + hk + k2 Þ for the HII phase. (C) A catenoid surface with a 6-nm diameter (c = 3 nm) has K =
−0.111 nm−2 at its narrowest cross-section. A hemifusion stalk or fusion pore will have a neck that conforms to the catenoid. Arrows indicate directions of
negative and positive principal curvatures.
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